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Abstract
Ubiquitous to theories of social perception is an assumed relationship between an attribute’s (e.g., intelligence) “signal” and
judgment accuracy, with accuracy impossible without the presence and consensual use of signal. Yet this foundational assumption
remains untested. Our investigation focused on consensus (quantified using intraclass correlations, ICCs), which should suggest
signal availability, according to theories of accurate social perception. Study 1 confirmed that judgments of different social
attributes exhibit different degrees of consensus. Study 2 specifically tested the consensus ! accuracy link, anticipating that social
judgments with higher consensus (target ICCs) would show greater judgment accuracy. Using 497,780 judgments of 3,847 targets
from 4,162 participants across 45 data sets testing a broad variety of social judgments, we found that consensus moderated the
relationship between targets’ self-report and participants’ judgments: Judgment accuracy was higher when consensus was higher.
Results show the first empirical support for a foundational assumption of theories of social perception.
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There has long been interest in the possibility of accurately
inferring others’ characteristics. Indeed, the study of physiognomy, or the belief that faces reflect individuals’ character,
appears throughout history (see Re & Rule, 2015; Todorov
et al., 2015), and similar lay beliefs persist today (e.g.,
Hassin & Trope, 2000; Jaeger et al., 2020). In modern science,
personality and social psychologists continue to explore what
can be accurately assessed from appearance and behavior, and
what cannot.
This body of evidence makes clear that not all social attributes are judged with equal accuracy. Research consistently
shows differences in judgment accuracy between personality
traits: Extraversion, for example, is generally judged more
accurately than neuroticism (Beer & Watson, 2008; Funder
& Dobroth, 1987; John & Robins, 1993). Research in nonverbal behavior also shows wide variation in social judgment
accuracy: Judgments of perceptually obvious group memberships like gender and race are highly accurate (Bruce et al.,
1993; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990), whereas judgments of perceptually ambiguous group memberships like sexual orientation
and social class show lower accuracy (Bjornsdottir & Rule,
2017; Tskhay & Rule, 2013). What drives this variation?
Numerous frameworks theorize that accuracy in interpersonal perception depends on characteristics of perceivers, targets,
and the attributes being judged (Funder, 1995, 2012; Kenny,
1994; Tanner & Swets, 1954; Zebrowitz & Collins, 1997).
These frameworks share the assertion that the attribute being
judged (e.g., friendliness) has a “signal” strength—a notion tied

to signal detection theory, in which signal (patterns of information) must be distinguished from noise (uninformative patterns)
to make correct judgments (hits and correct rejections;
MacMillan & Creelman, 2004). Similarly, Brunswik’s (1956)
influential lens model posits that (1) certain cues (valid cues)
accurately signal certain attributes and (2) perceivers use some
cues (utilized cues) to infer others’ attributes. If perceivers utilize enough valid cues, accuracy is possible. Other theoretical
frameworks echo the importance of valid cue (i.e., signal) use
in accurate judgment formation. For example, the Realistic
Accuracy Model states that relevant cues or signal can only
lead to accuracy if they are available, detected, and utilized
by perceivers (Funder, 1995). Crucially, for a group of perceivers to show accuracy in their judgments of an attribute (with
accuracy defined as perceivers’ judgments corresponding to
targets’ ground truth), they must demonstrate consensus in their
cue use. Consensus should therefore predict variation in accurate judgments of others’ social attributes, such that greater
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consensus should lead to greater accuracy—but this critical
theoretical link remains untested.
Although consensus in the use of a cue is agnostic to its
validity (i.e., cue validity and utilization are separate parts of
the lens model of perception; Brunswik, 1956) and consensus
is therefore insufficient (though necessary) for accuracy
(Blackman & Funder, 1998), there is reason to believe that consensus should occur more often for valid cues (signal) than
invalid cues (noise) and thereby predict accuracy in social
judgments. Existing theory, including the ecological theory
of social perception (McArthur & Baron, 1983), posits that
individuals’ social perceptions serve an adaptive function. Perceivers should therefore detect useful social information (i.e.,
detect valid cues/signal) from their environments and use this
in their judgments. This does not suggest that people’s social
perceptions should be completely accurate, but simply accurate enough to be adaptive in navigating their social environments—and accurate more often than inaccurate (Haselton &
Funder, 2006). Similarly, this suggests that consensus should
occur more often for valid than invalid cues (otherwise we
would expect more systematic inaccuracy in our social perceptions, which would not make them adaptive), such that consensus should suggest the presence of signal more often than not.
This central theoretical claim remains to be empirically tested,
however.
The presence of signal should be another source of variation
in social judgment accuracy: attributes with stronger signal
should elicit more consensus and be judged more accurately.
However, we focus our investigation on consensus, first,
because signal cannot lead to accuracy without consensual use
of that signal. Second, whereas consensus is objectively measurable, signal availability is difficult to directly quantify.
Although researchers can systematically explore the specific
cues that provide signal to a particular attribute (Brunswik,
1956), it is not possible to provide an overall measure of signal
availability that is comparable between social attributes.
Research in personality has quantified signal availability using
subjective judgments of how “easy” a trait is to judge, finding
that more easily observable traits are indeed judged more accurately (Krzyzaniak & Letzring, 2019), lending support to theoretical claims that greater signal should lead to greater
judgment accuracy. However, subjective ease of judgment may
provide a murky view of signal availability. There may be
judgments which feel difficult but are accurate, and those that
feel easy, but which give rise to inaccuracy. Indeed, research
demonstrates that there are judgments perceivers find easy, but
for which they show low consensus (e.g., attractiveness;
Hehman et al., 2017), which should lead to low accuracy.
Given the difficulty in measuring signal, and that consensus
should suggest signal (as discussed above), we focus the present research on consensus.
One approach to quantifying consensus is calculating intraclass correlations (ICCs) for various social judgments. ICCs
calculated from cross-classified multilevel models quantify the
percentage of variance in judgments arising uniquely from targets, perceivers, and their interaction (Judd et al., 2012; Kenny
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& Albright, 1987; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Shrout & Fleiss,
1979). This maps conceptually onto the ideas outlined in the
Social Relations Model: A perceiver’s judgment of a target is
due to how the target tends to be judged, how the perceiver
tends to judge others, and the unique judgment a certain perceiver makes of a certain target (Kenny, 1994). Target ICCs represent the extent to which between-target differences drive a
given judgment: High target ICCs indicate that betweentarget differences (in appearance, behavior) elicit differences
in judgments, denoting greater consensus among perceivers
and thus suggesting the presence of signal. We therefore anticipate that greater consensus (higher target ICC) should predict
greater judgment accuracy.
Consistent with previous theory (Funder, 1995; Kenny,
1994; Tanner & Swets, 1954), when there is a strong signal,
perceivers should better be able to detect and use this signal,
resulting in higher consensus and enabling their judgments to
more strongly relate to targets’ ground truth. Target ICCs
(i.e., consensus) should therefore significantly moderate accuracy (the relationship between target ground truth and perceiver
judgments). Higher target ICCs should enable stronger relationships between target truth and perceiver judgment, whereas
lower target ICCs should result in weaker relations between target truth and perceiver judgment. To date, though a strong
assumption central to numerous theoretical frameworks, this
relationship has gone untested—a test critical to a robust science of accuracy.
We hypothesized that higher target ICCs would predict
greater judgment accuracy. One reason why this relationship
has not been tested previously may be that this requires a very
large amount of data across numerous studies. Target ICC is a
property of a “set” of stimuli, which becomes the unit of analysis—meaning that numerous studies assessing different types
of accuracy (e.g., neuroticism, political affiliation) across
numerous sets of stimuli are required for a comprehensive test.
To this end, we combined 58 studies from 45 data sets testing
perceptions of 24 different social attributes. Specifically, we
tested whether study-level target ICC moderated the relationship between target ground truth and perceiver judgments
(i.e., judgment accuracy).

Study 1
A central assumption of our primary planned analysis is that different judgments have meaningfully different target ICCs. This
has been demonstrated among different social trait judgments
(Hehman et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2019), but not among the ambiguous group memberships on which much accuracy research
focuses (e.g., sexual orientation). We therefore sought to empirically demonstrate that different judgments exhibit different patterns of ICCs, allowing us to test the generalizability of any
findings relating consensus to accuracy. We focused on judgments of perceptually ambiguous groups (sexual orientation,
political affiliation, social class, religiosity) rather than perceptually obvious groups (which should be near-exclusively
target-driven).
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Method
We preregistered this study (original: https://osf.io/4cqtu, replication: https://osf.io/rmgb4) and make the data available on the
Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/edqyr). This
study received approval from the Research Ethics Board of
McGill University.
Original study. We recruited 384 perceivers from Mechanical
Turk, excluding the data of participants whose responses were
overly repetitive or consistently faster than 400 ms, using a preregistered data cleaning procedure (https://osf.io/65tpb), which
retained 369 perceivers (162 female, 195 male, 12 unreported
gender; Mage ¼ 36.81 years, SD ¼ 11.30). Participants judged
targets on one of six attributes, resulting in an average of 64
perceivers 1 rating each target on each attribute. Previous
research demonstrates that ratings of targets “stabilize” with
around 40–50 ratings (Hehman et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2021).
Targets consisted of 100 neutral expression photos of White
men from the Face Research Lab London Set (DeBruine &
Jones, 2017) and the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al.,
2015), ranging in age from 18 to 50 years. This sample size,
together with our number of perceivers, afforded sufficient
power to compute cross-classified MLMs and thus ICCs (see
Judd et al., 2012). We randomly assigned perceivers to rate targets on one of the following: sexual orientation (from 1 exclusively attracted to men to 7 exclusively attracted to women),
political ideology (from 1 very conservative to 7 very liberal),
wealth (from 1 not at all wealthy to 7 very wealthy), religiosity
(from 1 not at all religious to 7 very religious), age (choosing
from: 20 or less, 21–24, 25–28, 29–32, 33–36, 37–40, or 41 or
more), or number of siblings (choosing from: 0, 1, 2, or 3 or
more). We included the judgments of age, as this should be primarily target-driven (thus showing greater consensus), and of
number of siblings, as this should be primarily
perceiver-driven (as there should be no signal in the face to
infer this information and we are aware of no widely held
stereotypes that could drive judgments), to serve as points of
comparison. After rating all of the faces in random order, participants provided basic demographic information.
Replication. Following this study, we conducted a conceptual
replication. This replication differed in collecting ratings of
both men’s and women’s faces (50 of each gender, White, aged
18–50 years, from the same databases as in the original study),
and with perceivers judging each target twice. This approach
enabled us to partition Target  Perceiver ICCs (the extent
to which a rating depends on characteristics of both the perceiver and the target) from the residual, which is impossible to calculate with single ratings of each target. Here we recruited 768
Mechanical Turk perceivers, retaining 747 (311 female,
387 male, 49 unreported gender; M age ¼ 37.61 years,
SD ¼ 12.20) after data exclusions using the same preregistered
cleaning procedure as above. We randomly assigned each participant to provide one of the six ratings of either the men’s or
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women’s faces, resulting in an average of 64 participants judging each target on each attribute (as in the original study).

Results
For each of these two data sets, we computed the target and perceiver ICCs (and additionally Target  Perceiver ICCs for the
replication data set) for each of the six judgments, by computing null cross-classified multilevel models using the lme4
package in R 3.5.2 (Bates et al., 2015; R Core Team, 2018).
Due to the exploratory nature of the research, we partitioned
each data set before analysis into a training set and test set for
cross-validation. We did this by splitting the data in half to create a hold-out test set to serve as confirmation of patterns
revealed in the exploratory data set. Thus, we can have more
confidence in patterns replicating across training and test sets.
We based conclusions about differences in ICCs across different ambiguous groups on 95% confidence intervals for the
ICCs (Xie et al., 2019; R code: https://osf.io/anwx2/).
Original study
Exploratory set. The ICCs for our comparison judgments (age
and number of siblings) displayed the anticipated patterns: target ICC was substantially higher than perceiver ICC for age
judgments, and we observed the opposite pattern for sibling
judgments (see Figure 1A). We also observed substantial variability among our ambiguous group memberships of primary
interest. Target and perceiver ICCs did not differ from one
another for judgments of wealth and political affiliation,
whereas perceiver ICCs were higher than target ICCs for judgments of sexual orientation and religiosity. Perceiver ICCs
were similar across these four judgments, but target ICCs were
higher for wealth judgments than sexual orientation and religiosity judgments, and higher for political affiliation judgments
than religiosity judgments.
Confirmatory set. The patterns in the confirmatory data set
largely replicated those in the exploratory set (see Figure
1B), with the exception that target ICCs for political affiliation
and religiosity did not significantly differ.
Replication. We did not observe substantial differences in ICCs
across ratings of men and women, and therefore collapsed
across target gender (see Supplemental Material for patterns
split by target gender).
Exploratory set. The ICCs for age and number of siblings
again showed the expected patterns, with target ICC significantly higher than perceiver ICC for age judgments and perceiver ICC significantly higher than target ICCs for sibling
judgments (see Figure 2A). Target  Perceiver ICCs were
moreover greater than both target and perceiver ICCs for sibling judgments and lower than target ICCs for age judgments.
Replicating the original study, target and perceiver ICCs were
equivalent to one another for wealth and political affiliation
judgments, whereas perceiver ICCs exceeded target ICCs for
sexual orientation and religiosity judgments. Here, however,
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Figure 1. Target and perceiver ICCs for the (A) exploratory and (B) confirmatory data sets of judgments of men’s faces in Study 1 original study.
Note. Error bars represent 95% CIs. ICC ¼ Intraclass correlation.

we found perceiver ICCs to be lower for judgments of political
affiliation compared to wealth, sexual orientation, and religiosity judgments. Similar to the original study, target ICCs were
higher for wealth judgments than for the sexual orientation,
religiosity, and political affiliation judgments. Target  Perceiver ICCs exceeded target ICCs for judgments of sexual orientation, religiosity, and political affiliation, and also perceiver
ICCs for religiosity and political affiliation. Finally, the Target
 Perceiver ICCs were highest for political affiliation and also
lower for wealth than for religiosity.
Confirmatory set. The confirmatory data set replicated the
patterns observed in the exploratory data set, again with a few
exceptions (see Figure 2B). First, perceiver ICCs were significantly greater than target ICCs for wealth judgments in this
data set. Target  Perceiver ICCs also did not differ between
wealth and religiosity judgments, nor between political

affiliation, sexual orientation, and religiosity judgments.
Finally, Target  Perceiver ICCs did not exceed perceiver
ICCs for religiosity judgments.

Discussion
Altogether, these results reveal substantial (and fairly consistent) variability in ICCs based on the particular ambiguous
group membership being judged, joining results examining
trait attributions (Hehman et al, 2017; Xie et al., 2019) to illustrate the large variability in consensus (i.e., target ICCs) for different types of judgments. This wide variability is critical to our
hypothesis, as we posit that accuracy will scale with target
ICCs—for example, we would expect greater accuracy for age
judgments than wealth judgments, both of which should be
more accurate than religiosity judgments. In this study, however, we simply measured perceptions without attempting to
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Figure 2. Target, perceiver, and Target  Perceiver ICCs for the (A) exploratory and (B) confirmatory data sets of judgments of men’s and
women’s faces in the Study 1 replication. Note. Error bars represent 95% CIs. ICC ¼ Intraclass correlation.

assess accuracy, leaving open the question as to whether target
ICCs predict social judgment accuracy.

Study 2
To test whether the degree of consensus (i.e., target ICC) predicts greater accuracy in judging targets’ attributes, we compiled data which included target self-report information (i.e.,
ground truth) on a social attribute and perceiver judgments of
that same attribute. We hypothesized that higher target ICCs
would predict greater social judgment accuracy.

Method
We preregistered this study on the OSF (https://osf.io/t3x45). All
data were obtained under the supervision of the Research Ethics
Boards at McGill University and the University of Toronto and
the Institutional Review Boards at Dartmouth College, New York
University, and the University of Delaware.

Source of data. We compiled data from studies involving social
judgments for which we could compute accuracy (i.e., for
which we had perceiver judgments and a ground truth for the
target) from our own laboratories. We also approached colleagues for inclusion of any relevant data sets. Our final sample
consisted of data from both published and unpublished studies
testing accuracy in detecting 24 different social attributes,
including targets’ health, social group memberships (sex, sexual orientation, social class), personality (Big 5), ideology
(political affiliation, racism), future outcomes (election success), and other individual differences (acculturation, intelligence, sexual preference). This sample included 58 studies
from 45 data sets, 4,162 unique perceivers (both undergraduate
and online participants), 3,847 unique targets, and 497,780
individual perceiver judgments of individual targets, from face
photos or in-person interactions (see Table 1 for summary of
data). Although we originally planned to include only studies
using face images, this we expanded, as predictions derived
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from these theoretical frameworks apply to social judgments
from any modality.
For each study, we calculated the study-level target ICC as
our measure of consensus (M ¼ 0.13, SD ¼ 0.11, Range ¼
.03–.71; see Table 1) by running a null cross-classified multilevel model for each study, with perceiver judgment as the outcome variable. We then compiled the data into two aggregate
data sets: one for studies with binary perceiver judgments
(e.g., gay vs. straight categorization) and one for studies with
continuous perceiver judgments (e.g., judgments of extraversion). For each of these two data sets, we then ran a
cross-classified multilevel model with the target ground truth
(group-mean centered by study), target ICC (grand-mean centered and z-scored), and the interaction between the two predicting the perceiver judgment, using glmer for the binary
data set and lmer for the continuous data set (both from the
lme4 package; Bates et al., 2015), and using lmerTest for significance tests (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R 3.5.2 (R Core
Team, 2018).2 As lme4 has a low threshold for flagging nonconvergence (McCoach et al., 2018), we confirmed parameter
estimates were not an artifact of nonconvergence in the Bayesian brms package (Bürkner, 2017, 2018) for any models failing to converge in lme4. We ran our models with random
intercepts for studies, perceivers, and targets, and a random
slope for target ground truth across targets. This can be
expressed by the equations:
Level 1:
Yijkl ¼ b0jkl þ b1jkl GroundTruthikl þ Eijkl
Level 2:
b0jkl ¼ b0000 þ b0100 TargetICCj þ u0j00 þ u00k0 þ u000l
b1jkl ¼ b1000 þ b1100 TargetICCj þ u10k0
At Level 1 of the model, Yijkl is a judgment of attribute i
(e.g., conscientiousness) by perceiver j of target k in study l.
The intercept, b0jkl , is the expected value of this judgment, at
the average level of targets’ ground truth. b1jkl represents the
correspondence between a perceiver’s judgment and the target’s ground truth. At Level 2, the intercept, b0jkl , is an outcome
modeled as the grand mean of judgment, b0000 , and the average
change in judgment for each perceiver as target ICC increases,
b0100 . The residual, u0j00 , represents perceiver j’s deviation
from the grand mean across all targets and studies. Next,
u00k0 is the residual of target k from the grand mean across all
perceivers and studies. The final residual, u000l , is the residual
of study l or the difference between the grand mean and the
average judgment in study l averaged across all perceivers and
targets.
b1jkl represents the effect of targets’ ground truth on judgment and is modeled as b1000 , the average increase in judgment
with every 1-unit increase in ground truth (across perceivers,
targets, and studies). The residual, u10k0 , represents the variation of target k around this average relationship. Finally, the
cross-level interaction, b1100 , is the change in this slope with
every 1-unit increase in target ICC, which varies across perceivers; in other words, this represents the between-perceiver

effect of target ICC on the relationship between targets’ ground
truth and judgment. See Supplemental Material for R syntax.

Results
Continuous perceiver judgments. For the continuous data, we
observed a significant main effect of target ground truth,
b ¼ .038, SE ¼ .004, t(661.86) ¼ 10.79, p < .001, as well as
the hypothesized significant interaction between target ground
truth and target ICC, b ¼ .030, SE ¼ .002, t(11286.22) ¼ 14.42,
p < .001 (see Figure 3A), model conditional R2 ¼ .51. Decomposing this interaction, among studies with high target ICCs
(þ1 SD), we observed a significant main effect of target ground
truth in predicting perceiver judgment, b ¼ .069, SE ¼ .004,
t(1288.63) ¼ 16.19, p < .001. We also observed this main effect
among studies with low target ICCs (1 SD), though the effect
was weaker, b ¼ .008, SE ¼ .004, t(818.28) ¼ 2.01, p ¼ .04.
Consistent with our hypothesis, accuracy was higher when target ICC (i.e., consensus) was greater.
Binary perceiver judgments. A similar pattern emerged for the
binary data. We again observed a main effect of target ground
truth, b ¼ .42, SE ¼ .03, z ¼ 16.31, p < .001, and a Target
Ground Truth  Target ICC interaction, b ¼ .66, SE ¼ .02,
z ¼ 36.16, p < .001 (see Figure 3B), model conditional
R2 ¼ .35. Decomposing this interaction, when ICCs were high,
target ground truth was significantly positively associated with
perceiver judgments, b ¼ 1.08, SE ¼ .03, z ¼ 37.01, p < .001.
Distinct from the continuous data, when ICCs were low, this
effect was both smaller and entirely reversed, such that target
ground truth was negatively associated with perceiver judgments, b ¼ .24, SE ¼ .03, z ¼ 6.90, p < .001. Thus, we
observed accuracy only when target ICCs were high, and inaccuracy when target ICCs were low.

Discussion
In sum, we found that target ICC interacted with targets’
self-reported ground truth to predict perceiver judgments, such
that greater target ICCs predicted greater judgment accuracy.
In other words, attributes for which there was greater consensus
were judged more accurately, indicating that for social judgments to be accurate, there needs to be sufficient agreement
in cue use. This pattern was more extreme for binary judgments
of targets, which perhaps have less margin for error.

General Discussion
Using data from 58 studies from 45 data sets, here we demonstrated that higher consensus, operationalized as target ICC,
predicts greater accuracy in social judgments. This finding
indicates that variation in accuracy in social perception is partly
caused by agreement among perceivers, not only demonstrating that consensus is a necessary precondition for accuracy but
also providing empirical evidence that consensus often implies
the use of signal (i.e., valid cues rather than invalid cues). Our
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Table 1. Summary of Data Included in Study 2.

Source
Tskhay & Rule (2015) Study 4b

Judgment

Number Number
of Tar- of Perceivers
gets

Perceiver
Judgment
Type

Democrat or
Republican
Male or female

118

33

Binary

75

38

Binary

Male or female

75

38

Binary

Male or female

200

31

Binary

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2017) Study 1 Rich or poor

1601

81

Binary

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2017) Study 1 Rich or poor
replication
Bjornsdottir & Rule (2017) Study 2a Rich or poor

1601

80

Binary

1601

71

Binary

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2017) Study 4a Rich or poor

1602

76

Binary

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2017) Study 5b Rich or poor

1602

93

Binary

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2017) Study 6b Rich or poor

1602

75

Binary

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2017)
Supplemental study
Tskhay et al. (2016) Study 1a

Rich or poor

1602

293

Binary

Sick or healthy

124

33

Binary

Tskhay et al. (2016) Study 1b

Sick or healthy

144

37

Binary

Tskhay & Rule (2013b) Study 1

Sexual preference 198

23

Binary

Hehman & Freeman (2014b)
(unpublished data)
Hehman & Freeman (2014c)
(unpublished data)
Hehman & Freeman (2015)
(unpublished data)

Targets
Face photos (professional images of
candidates, grayscale)
Face photos (edited, high contrast
Mooney-like faces)
Face photos (edited, high contrast
Mooney-like faces)
Face photos (computer generated,
crossing sex morphology and sex
reflectance)
Face photos (from online dating
profiles, grayscale)
Face photos (from online dating
profiles, grayscale)
Face photos (from online dating
profiles, grayscale)
Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale)
Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale)
Face photos (standardized, smiling,
grayscale)
Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale)
Face photos (from dating profiles,
grayscale)
Face photos (from dating profiles,
grayscale)
Face photos (from dating profiles,
grayscale)
Face photos (professional images of
candidates, color)

Who won election 100
Hehman et al. (2014); Hehman &
Freeman (2014a) (unpublished
data)
Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 1 Acculturation
1893

19

Binary

90a

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 1 Acculturation

1893

90a

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 1 Acculturation

1893

90a

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 2 Acculturation

1893

72b

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 2 Acculturation

1893

72b

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 2 Acculturation

1893

72b

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 4 Acculturation

1893

258c

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 4 Acculturation

1893

258c

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2021) Study 4 Acculturation

1893

258c

Continuous Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, happy,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, angry,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, happy,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, angry,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, happy,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, angry,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)

Target
ICC
.085
.457
.110
.711

.116
.151
.133
.092
.095
.069
.103
.100
.142
.041
.158

.058
.077
.044
.064

.092

.054

.047

.068

.045

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Source

Judgment

Number Number
of Tar- of Perceivers
gets

Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 1a

Agreeableness
Class category

5564
4955

557d
95

Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 2a

Class category

3306

81

Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Class category
Study 3a
Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Class category
Study 3b
Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Class category
Study 3c

4955

104

4955

108

3306

84

Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 1a

Conscientiousness 5564
Extraversion
5564
Family income
4755

Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Family income
Study 3a
Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Family income
Study 3b
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 2a
Future class
category
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 2a
Future education
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 2a

Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 1a

Future
occupational
prestige
Intelligence
Neuroticism
Openness
Parental education

4755

94

4755

99

3136

82

3306

83

3136

72

5564
5564
5564
4555

557d
557d
557d
105

Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Parental education 4555
Study 3a
Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Parental education 4555
Study 3b
3306
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 2a
Parental
occupational
prestige
3306
Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) Parental
Study 3c
occupational
prestige
Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Political affiliation 5554
Racism
40
Hehman et al. (2013) Study 2;
Hehman & Leitner (2013)
(unpublished data)
Racism
40
Hehman et al. (2013) Study 3;
Hehman & Leitner (2013)
(unpublished data)
Bjornsdottir (2019) Study 1a
SES ladder
4555
Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) SES ladder
Study 3a

557d
557d
115

4555

88
89
82

76
557d
101

Perceiver
Judgment
Type

Targets

Target
ICC

Continuous Round robin interaction
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (from yearbooks,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)
Continuous Face photos (from yearbooks,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)
Continuous Round robin interaction
Continuous Round robin interaction
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)
Continuous Face photos (from yearbooks,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (from yearbooks,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (from yearbooks,
grayscale)

.100
.145

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Round robin interaction
Round robin interaction
Round robin interaction
Face photos (standardized neutral,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)
Continuous Face photos (from yearbooks,
grayscale)

.112
.084
.073
.099

Continuous Face photos (from yearbooks,
grayscale, cropped to internal
features)
Continuous Round robin interaction
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)

.065

.063
.178
.190
.060

.107
.457
.146
.134
.154
.092
.030
.055

.115
.093
.083

.044
.106

45

Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)

.147

115

Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)

.129

108

.108
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Source

Judgment

Number Number
of Tar- of Perceivers
gets

Bjornsdottir & Rule (under review) SES ladder
4555
Study 3b
Bjornsdottir & Rule (2020) Study 2 Sexual orientation 647

109

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2020) Study 2 Sexual orientation 1008

30

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2020) Study 3 Sexual orientation 3967

86

Bjornsdottir & Rule (2020) Study 3 Sexual orientation 3738,9

58

Tissera et al. (2020) Study 1
Tskhay & Rule (2015) Study 4a

Sexual orientation 5564
Sexual orientation 909

29

557d
29

Perceiver
Judgment
Type

Targets

Continuous Face photos (standardized neutral,
color)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (from online dating
profiles, grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (standardized, neutral,
grayscale)
Continuous Face photos (from online dating
profiles, grayscale)
Continuous Round robin interaction
Continuous Face photos (from online dating
profiles, grayscale)

Target
ICC
.153
.338
.217
.184
.250
.137
.147

Note. Target/perceiver numbers with the same superscript indicate the same or overlapping samples of targets/perceivers across studies.

pattern of results emerged across a broad variety of social judgments, including personality traits and social group memberships, across studies in which perceivers made binary
judgments of targets and in which they provided judgments
along continuous scales, and across studies where judgments
were based on photographs and brief interactions, supporting
the generalizability of our findings.
Our findings build upon previous work within personality
research, providing an alternative to subjective measures of the
visibility (or “observability”) of social attributes (ease of judging an attribute; see Krzyzaniak & Letzring, 2019), focusing
instead on the more objectively quantifiable link between consensus and accuracy. Our work also expands personalityfocused models of person perception to social attributes more
broadly. For example, Funder’s (1995, 2012) Realistic Accuracy Model proposes the idea of the good trait or a trait that
is accurately perceived. Our findings not only help quantify
what helps make a good trait (consensus) but also extend this
concept to judgments beyond traits: Judgments of some social
attributes (e.g., social group memberships, personality traits,
ideologies) show greater consensus, are thus judged more accurately, and could therefore be considered good attributes in
Funder’s framework.
Our results also dovetail with Kenny’s (1994) Social Relations Model—which posits that perceiver judgments of a target
are a function of the target, the perceiver, and the relationship
between the two. We empirically demonstrated in Study 1 that
target ICCs (i.e., consensus), perceiver ICCs, and Target 
Perceiver ICCs systematically vary for social judgments other
than traits (Hehman et al., 2017). Future research could explore
the precise role of Target  Perceiver interactions (which
remain under-explored; Hehman et al., 2019; Letzring & Funder, 2019; Rogers & Biesanz, 2019) in predicting accuracy,
building upon both our findings and research on what makes a
good target or a good judge (e.g., Human & Biesanz, 2013;
Letzring, 2008).

Importantly, our findings provide empirical support to theories highlighting the adaptive nature of our social perceptions
(e.g., Haselton & Funder, 2006; McArthur & Baron, 1983).
A notable caveat to greater consensus predicting greater judgment accuracy is that the utilized cues must be valid (i.e., be true
signals) for this to be true. Consensus on its own does not lead to
accuracy (e.g., trustworthiness judgments from faces; Rule
et al., 2013). In other words, in the language of the Realistic
Accuracy Model (Funder, 1995, 2012), though cues may be
available, detected, and utilized, this does not lead to accuracy
unless the cues are relevant/valid. However, consensus positively predicted social judgment accuracy, indicating that consensus implied valid cue/signal use. Consensus led to accuracy
in social judgments more often than not, suggesting that perceivers are sensitive to and use signal (valid cues)—allowing for
social judgments that are accurate enough to successfully navigate social environments. This is no doubt partly attributable to
our specific data set (in which the studies often tested social perceptions that had a theoretical basis for accuracy), but we also
believe that this finding illustrates a broader pattern in social
perception.
However, one question for future research to explore is the
relationship between target ICCs and judgment (in)accuracy
among attributes for which there is no valid signal but there
is variation in consensus. It is tenable that higher target ICCs
among such judgments might lead to even greater inaccuracy
or overconfidence in judgments. Another crucial step would
be to develop methods to systematically quantify the presence
versus the use of signal or to disentangle the valid utilized cues
from invalid utilized cues in target ICCs.
Finally, an important nuance is that target ICCs are multiply
determined and arise from features beyond the social attribute
being judged. Consensus may be driven by perceptual characteristics of a target and how clearly an attribute appears to be exhibited (as in Study 1). However, consensus is a property of a set of
stimuli, and features of the design and stimulus presentation
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degree of consensus is an important step toward determining
whether it may be fruitful to search for specific aspects of attributes, perceivers, or targets that predict accuracy. If judgments
of the attribute do not have sufficient consensus, such attempts
are unlikely to lead to robust findings.
Altogether, our findings pinpoint one contribution to variations in social judgment accuracy: the degree of consensus.
Social attributes with greater consensus, as measured by target
ICCs, are perceived more accurately. Our findings thus both
provide empirical support for numerous theories of accurate
social perception and help to provide a more complete picture
of the predictors of accuracy in social perception.
Authors’ Note
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